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A Paradigm of Autonomy:
The Hong Kong and
Macau SARs

ARNALDO GOT]CALVES

The post-industrial era has witnessed a growing demand for
regional autonomy within existing nation-states, side by side
with other political independence claims. Autonomous regions
within unitary states arc perceived by states and the interna-
tional community at large as subjects of international relations
and a repository of their own international personality. Among
the countries that host these new trends, the People's Republic
of China is attracting world-wide attention with the forthcoming
creation of the Hong Kong and Macau Special Administrative
Regions (SARs) whose special status is outlined by international
covenants and domestic laws. This constitutes a special occa-
sion to monitor readable examples of autonomy in a sovereignty
mego-context. The article outlines a poradigm of autonomy

for the Hong Kong and Macau SARs within the framework of
China's political and constitutional system.

Introduction

The issue of national sovereignty and its accompanying endogenous
and exogenous Ìimitations, imposed by active democratic participation,
aÌong with the need to exist in a broader context, has been channeìled
into the creation of organizat ions and f ieÌds of regional economic
co-operation, starting with EFTA (European Free Trade Area), the Common-
wealth, the European Communities and, more recentÌy, NAFTA [North
American Free Trade Area).
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This trend towards muÌtiÌateral co-operation at a regional leveÌ, or
rather, towards an assumed seÌf-Iimitation of sovereignty, has marked a
decisive step forward in international and constitutional law in the last
few decades, and a middle path between universal and nationaÌistic
approaches to co-ordinating interests between states.

Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe that this trend may re-
gress, unabÌe to resist the difficult process of stabilizíng the political
and constitutional model of the new countries that have recently joined

the internationaÌ community and the emerging tendency that has been
seen in the newly industrialized countries (NIC) of Southeast Asia.

This is due, first of aÌÌ, to the fact that the newly emerging interna-
tional order is multiÌateraÌ and not biÌateral (as it was until the Ìate
1g80s) and is consequently Ìess clear-cut in terms of structure and the
tiering of national, regional and bloc interests.

Secondly, this multipolarity facilitates the demands for greater sov-
ereignty voiced by small states which derives from immediate poÌitical
interests. This brings states'individual stances on defence and security
into conflict with the network of interdependence resulting from the
impetus of the globaÌization of modern economic trade and techno-
Iogical relations.

ThirdÌy, this creates new difficulties in the activities of inter-
nationaÌ agencies to smooth the process of creating new states or the
increasing assertion of greater autonomy by communities and ethnic
minorities inside large countries.

This raises the delicate question of whether the design of the con-
stitutional superstructure shouÌd closely follow the states' economic
bases in a horizontal mode, making it easier for them to become more
integrated, or whether it shouÌd inspire the ultimate reason of I'interêt
de I'État to emphasize concerns of territoriaÌ integrity, national unity
or national independence so as to give preference to a unitary state
solution.

In other words, the question arises whether the federal solution as
perceived by classical constitutionalists' is, in spite of everything, a
universal mode that can be applied as a more effective response to the
growing need of regions within states to assert themselves.

This provides a constitutionaÌ way out of the contested process
of regional independence from larger states which, after alÌ, give them
the support they need in resisting neighbouring states' expansionist
tendencies.

Or, on the contrary, is the unitary state the most appropriate con-
stitutional form of government for regions, in exchange for security and
survivaÌ guaranteed by the central power, to enjoy politicaÌ, social and
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3 B Arnaldo Gonçalves

economic autonomy that is genuine and, consequently, more likely to
become reinforced?

Presented in these terms, this two-sided question not only invoÌves
theoretical concepts which raise very difficult antithetical arguments,
but is increasingly brought into focus with regard to the peoples and
assertive political communities which emerged from the coÌlapse of
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. More significantÌy, the question
arises because of the threats that the new worÌd map imposes on the
beÌiefs and ambitions of the People's RepubÌic of China (PRC).

China wiÌl be resuming its sovereignty over Hong Kong and Macau,
which have been for several centuries parts of the British and Portuguese
empires respectiveÌy. Taiwan needs to bridge the gap with the main-
land that has existed since the 1940s when the island was occupied by
the forces of the Government of the Republic of China after they fled
there from the communists on the mainland. In the eyes of the PRC
government, Taiwan remains an integral, unaÌienated part of Chinese
territory.

It is weÌÌ known that the right of political communities, peoples
and cuÌturaÌ or reÌigious minorities to self-determination when they
have been oppressed by powerful countries - as part of, or separate
from, the process of decoÌonization in the former European colonies in
Afoica and Asia - is particuÌarly welcomed by international law and
systematicalÌy recognized by international covenants, by the Charter of
the United Nations, and by the jurisprudence of the InternationaÌ Court
of Justice.2

Nevertheless, several territories have encountered reluctance on
the part of the internationaÌ community in recognizing them as states.
One refers to colonial enclaves and other kinds of dependent territories
which, because they fail to fulfiÌ the requirements for statehood
permanent population, a defined territory, a government, a capacity
to enter into reÌations with other states - do not qualify for seÌf-
determination.3 Of aÌÌ the existing non-self-governing territories at the
end of the 1970s, only six could be seen as having opted out of self-
determination: Belize (British Honduras), the FaÌkÌand Islands, GibraÌtar,
Hong Kong, Macau, the Panama Canal Zone, Mayotte, and the British
Indian Ocean Territory.a

In the specific case of Hong Kong and Macau, the possibility of
their being sovereign states independent both from their coloniaÌ guard-
ians and from their future return to the PRC was never really an issue.s

Both territories were mentioned in United Nations' texts as colonial
encÌavesG - in other words, small territories cÌaimed by a neighbour-
ing state that does not exercise sovereign power - as non-eÌected for
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the purposes of Chapter XI, Article 2 of the Charter, and consequently
excÌuded, at China's request, from the list of territories to which the

CoÌonial Declaration could be applied.?
The future status of both territories was apparentÌy seaÌed with

the signing by Great Britain and the PRC, and Portugal and the PRC,
respectiveÌy, of the Joint Declarations on the Question of Hong Kong
und Mu.au. These state that the Government of the PRC will resume
the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong, with effect from L |uly
'l.gg7 , and over Macau with effect from 20 December 1999. In accordance
with the provisions of Article 31 of the Constitution of the PRC, a HK
Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) and a Macau Special Admin-
istrative Region (MSAR) wilÌ be estabÌished "upon resuming the exer-
cise of sovereignty".u

. Both the Joint Declarations and the Basic Laws, already enacted by
the National People's Congress and promuÌgated by the President of
the PRC, promise that Hong Kong and Macau will enjoy a high "degree

of autonomy except in foreign and defence affairs which are the
responsibilities of the Central People's Government".e

The polemical issue presented by the Autonomous Region of Tibet
and Taiwan, in their efforts to gain greater support from the interna-
tional community in their struggle for independence, introduces a new
factor of uncertainty in the evoÌution of China's constitutionaÌ model
that invites broader debate about the unbalanced situation threatening
the formation of new regional autonomies and the continuation of the
principÌe of "One Country, Two Systems".

The Chinese Autonomv Model

Historical Background

During the last four centuries, China's history has been marked pro-

foundly by fratricidal struggles between regions and kingdoms, inter-

spersed with brief periods of national unity.
From the fifth to the seventh centuries BC, bloody waIS raged

between the seven great Chinese kingdoms, cuÌminating in the Qin
dynasty gaining control over the others. Between 221 and 2O7 BC a

pôwerfuÌ feudal state was created under the iron hand of Qin
Shihnuttg, China's first emperor. This period was followed by the Han

dynasty (206-220 BC) which laid down the basis for a modern Chinese

state under the control of an emperor who, unÌike his predecessor, was

forced. to share power with regional and provincial governors who con-

stantÌy challenged his authority.
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Between the second and third centuries AD, China was invaded by
the Mongols and the country divided into smaÌl kingdoms (Wei, Wu
and Shu), disintegrating even further with the crumbling of the Jin
dynasty in the fourth century into a set of states in the north (the dynas-
ties of the north) and the south (the Six dynasties).

This was foÌÌowed by two periods of nationaÌ unification under
two military leaders, General YangJin (Sui dynasty, 541-604) and GeneraÌ
Li Yrran [Tahg dynasty, 618-906), marking one of the most outstanding
eras in Chinese civilization.

With the fall of the Tang dynasty, China once again suffered from a
north-south divide with the Liao dynasty in the north (907-11,25) and,
to the south, the Five dynasties (gOz-960). The Song dynasty (960-
1279) heralded a new period of splendour in China although without
achieving national unification. In 1.233, the Mongols invaded China
and Kublai Khan became emperor and reunifier of the empire, control-
ling what was the first foreign dynasty, the Yuan (tZZt-tgAA).

It was one of the generals in the imperiaÌ army, Zhu Yuanzhang,
who sounded the death-knell of the Mongol dynasty, Ieading several
uprisings against the foreign occupation. Capturing the south of the
country first and then the north, the MongoÌs were pushed behind their
original frontiers. This generaÌ was the first to reign in the Ming
dynasty with its capital in Nanking, Ìeading to one of the most absolute
monarchies in China's history. The Ming dynasty Ìasted untiÌ the mid-
seventeenth century, unifying the country, extending its territorial
boundaries, and reducing contacts with foreigners.

A fresh invasion, this time by the Manchus in 1644, ended the
Ming dynasty and opened the way for the Qrng (to++-t911) which
Ìasted untiÌ the end of the empire. Under Emperor Kangxi, China ex-
tended its territory to Tibet and Central Asia, although the dynasty
reached its peak of glory under Emperor Qianlong (rzao-os).

European incursions into China increased during the Qrng dynasty.
In 1860 China was defeated by the British in the Opium Wars, by the
French in 1860, and in L900 by . coaÌition of Western powers in the
Boxer RebelÌion. This wave of defeats and humiÌiation wrought by foreign
domination sowed the seeds of Sun Yat Sen's nationalist revolution
which brought the imperial house to its knees, paving the way for the
RepubÌic and, accompanying it, the attempt to Ìiberate those parts of
the country under foreign control.l0

On 14 August 1.91.7, China declared w€Ìr on Germany and the Austro-
Hungarian empire, beginning World War I and revoking all treaties with
foreign countries enjoying extra-territorial rights and other priviieges
on Chinese soiÌ.11
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Domestically, Sun Yat Sen resigned leadership in favour of Yuan

Shi-Kai, the principaÌ military figure in the Kuomintang army. Allied
to Weste* po*uts, Jàpan put pressÌue on China, taking the port of Qingdao,
occupying parts of Shandong province and presenting China with a

serieã of demand.s, "The Twenty One Demands", which were aimed at

reducing the country's status to that of a Japanese colony. Yuan Shi-Kai
gave in to a Ìarge part of the demands. The warlords took controÌ of the

north of the country and divided the territory into feudal tenures pro-

tected by private armies which were pÌagued by in-fighting due to the
ineffectiveness of the Republican government.

In 1-91-7, Sun Yat Sen set up a sepalate provisional government

in Canton in an attempt to regloup an army capabÌe of recapturing
the north. This Ìasted for a while with the support of the communists.
In May 1919, a mass movement began - the May Fourth Movement -

in protest against the alÌies' consent to Japan taking over German con-
""rrior,.r in China and against the warlord government in Beiiing. The

death of Sun Yat Sen in late 1924, and the transfer of power into the
hands of Chiang Kai Shek at the heart of the Kuomintang, led to the
'l,g77 repression of the communists and other internaÌ opposition in

Shanghãi, unleashing the gates of a civil war which raged, apart from

a brief period of respite under the United Front against the |apanese
invaderi between 1931 and 1941, until the founding of the People's
Republic of China in L949.

The first stage of the construction of New China was marked by a

clear intent to achieve national unification, recuperate the bankrupt
economy caused by the twenty-year civil war and the drain on the na-

tion's financial reserves and treasures caused by the Kuomintang's
retreat to Taiwan. What is cÌear is the way in which the communists
emphasized the issue of national unity as the basis for their constitu-

tional system.

The Constitutional Framework

The Constitution of the People's Republic of China states, in its pream-

ble, that:

After waging protracted and arduous struggles, armed and otherwise,

along a zigzag course, the Chinese peopÌe of all nationaÌit ies led

by the Communist Party of China with Chairman Mao Zedong as

its Ìeader uÌtimateÌy, in 'Lg4g, overthrew the rule of imperialism,

feud.alism and bureaucrat-capitalism, won a great victory in the

New-Democratic Revolution and founded the PeopÌe's RepubÌic of

China. Since then the Chinese peopÌe have taken control of state
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42 Arnaldo Gonçalves

power and become masters of the country ... Both the victory in

Chitt"'r New-Democratic Revolution and the success in its sociaÌist

cause have been achieved by the Chinese people of all national-

ities . . . Taiwan is part of the sacred territory of the People's Republic

of China. It is the invioÌabÌe duty of all Chinese, including compat-

riots in Taiwan, to accomplish the great task of reunifying the

motherland ... The People's RepubÌic of China is a unitary muÌ-

tinational state created jointly by the peopÌe of all nationalit ies.

Socialist relations of equality, unity and mutual assistance have

been estabÌished among the nationalities and wiÌl continue to be

strengthened.l2

Article 2 emphasizes that "all the power in the People's Republic of

China beÌongs to the people" and that the "National People's Congress

and the locai people's congress at various Ìevels are the organs through

which the peõpÌe exercise the power". Article 3 elaborates on the phi-

losophy behind the State's organization of power, estabÌishing that:
"Th; siate organs of the People's Republic of China apply the principle

of d.emocratic centralism" and that "the division of functions and powers

between the central and local state organs is guided by the principle of
giving fulÌ scope to the initiative and enthusiasm of the Ìocal author-

ities under the united Ìeadership of the central authorities".
Concerning the constitutionaÌ basis underÌying the organization of

the unitary state which is China, it is difficult to discern, in the consti-

tutional text, any homogeneous, systematic framework for the various

autonomies to which it points. ArticÌe 4, in discussing the national-

ities, states that: "The state protects the lawfuÌ rights and interests of

the minority nationalities and upholds and develops a reÌationship of

equaÌity, unity and mutual assistance among aÌl of China's national-

ities".13 It emphasizes that:

Regional autonomy is practised in areas where people of minority

nationalit ies Ìive in concentrated communities; in these areas

organs of seÌf-government are established to exercise the power of

autonomy. AII nationaÌ autonomous areas are integral parts of the

People's Republic of China.

Further on, in Article 30, it is stated that "the administrative division

of the PeopÌe's Republic of China is as folÌows: [1) The country is

divided into provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly

und.er the Central PeopÌe's Government; (2) Provinces and autonomous
regions are divided into autonomous prefectures, counties, autonomous

counties and cities; [3) Counties and autonomous counties are divided

into townships, nationaÌity townships and towns. Municipalities directÌy
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under the CentraÌ Government and other Ìarge cities are divided into

districts and counties. Autonomous prefectures are divided into counties,

autonomous counties, and cities. AIÌ autonomous regions, autonomous

prefectures and autonomous counties are nationaÌ autonomotls areas".

A new constitutional provision, introduced at the Seventh National

People's Congress under ArticÌe 31, highlights that:

The State may establish special administrative regions when neces-

sary. The systems to be instituted in special administrative regions

shall be prescribed by law enacted by the National People's Con-

gress in the tight of the specific conditions.

This situation belies a certain lack of consistency in the multiple approach

the Chinese Constitution takes with regional autonomy. In other words,

these articles indicate different levels of vaÌue attributed to autonomyla
which has led to doubts among analysts as to the significance and actual

worth of autonomy within the framework of a socialist country subject

to a democratic people's dictatorship and guardian of the principle of

democratic centralism. 15

In the words of John D. Young,l'

the traditional Chinese claim of centrality (dayitong) is part and parcel

of China's willingness to allow a high degree of autonomy (within

the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong, China). Although

a long-term goaÌ, the ultimate purpose here is not so much the stability

and prosperity of Hong Kong, but the fundamental disappealaÌÌce

of regionaÌism in the Chinese territorial context. A strong and cap-

able centraÌ government exerts its sovereignty over all China. In

other words, centrality ... means a unified strong and prosperous

China .... From the perspective of Chinese history and traditional

political culture, however, the tension between the central authority

and local forces has always been a great one. But at the same time, as

long as regionaÌ influences were subjected to the control of the cen-

tre, the emergence of an equilibrium actuaÌÌy helped to maintain a

unified China. The Chinese Communist obviously does take into

consideration this central-Ìocal dichotomy, and, as a matter of fact,

tries to exploit its variations for more effective controi. StiII, the cen-

tral government makes it clear now and then that the ultimate source

of power radiates from the centre to the regions and not vice-versa'

Given this yardstick, the first comment to be made is that the con-

cept of autonomy must be pÌaced within the Chinese context. This has

also been emphasized by David ]. Clarkf in an overarching context that

is partiaÌly a response to excessive centraÌization. SecondÌy, it provides
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a way of promoting economic development by preserving the economic

system and by using it to attract foreign technoÌogy and capital. Finally,

ii is a way of achieving national unity across Chinese territory, includ-

ing even those areas which, for historical reasons, have been under

separate foreign control.
The first argument is vaÌid for the autonomous regiorls,ls as a form

created for resolving situations in which ethnic diversity exists, ensur-

ing the economic deveÌopment of regions without major resources of

thãir own and for achieving the uÌtimate goal of national unity. The

second argument can be applied in the case of the speciaÌ economic

regions and the coastal cities open to foreign investment.ls The third

urgr.-utrt is based on the creation of the Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan

special administrative regions.
This is why the nature of the Basic Laws of the special administrative

regions already created shouÌd be debated, using as a starting point the

very meaning of the Laws and foint Declarations but without, however,

forgetting that their approval has been legitimized under the terms of

Article 24 ofthe Constitution and not, as some anaÌyst might erroneousÌy

conclude, because they override the Constitution itseÌf; this could never

be the case given the hierarchy of laws in the Chinese legaÌ system.

A Case Study of Two Basic Autonomies

The Sino-British Joint DecÌaration on the question of Hong Kong and

the Sino-Portuguese DecÌaration on the question of Macau both make

provision for the establishment of a special administrative region -

ih" Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and the Macau Special

Administrative Region, respectively - according to the "One Country,

Two Systems" model of autonomy; after China resumes sovereignty

over the territories. These regions wiÌl fall directly under the author-

ity of the Central People's Government of the PeopÌe's Republic of

China. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (and the MSAR)

wiÌl enjoy a high degree of autonomy, except in foreign affairs and

defence matters which shall be the responsibility of the Central Peo-

ple's Government.20
In internal affairs, the Joint Declaration states that: "The Hong Kong

SpeciaÌ Ad.ministrative Region for the MSAR) wilÌ be vested with ex-

ecutive, legisÌative and independent judicial power, including the final

adjudication. The laws cunentÌy in force in Hong Kong (or Macau) will

remain basically unchanged".
In accord.ance with these Joint DecÌarations, the governments of
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the SARs wiÌI consist of local residents. The Chief Executive shall be
appointed by the People's Central Government on the basis of elections
or consultations held in Hong Kong (or Macau).

The legislative body shall also be composed of ÌocaÌ residents and
shaÌl consist of a majority of elected members. The legislative body
may on its own initiative issue laws in accordance with the provisions
of the Basic Law and legal procedures and shaÌÌ report them to the
Standing Committee of the National People's Congress for the record.

In external affairs, the Joint Declarations state that: "The HKSAR
[or MSAR) may establish mutually beneficial economic relations with
... other countries, whose economic interests in Hong Kong (or Macau)
will be given due regard" and "using the name of 'Hong Kong, China'
(or Macau, China) ... may on its own maintain and develop economic
and cultural reÌations and conclude relevant agreements with states,
regions and reÌevant international organisations".2l

These provisions of the ]oint DecÌarations thus give a clear defini-
tion of the extent of internaÌ and external autonomy of the SAR, which
is interlinked with the very concept of the People's Republic of China's
sovereignty. Point 2, paragraph 1, in both Declarations is clearÌy
anchored in ArticÌe 37 of the PRC's Constitution which reguÌates the
power to establish SARs and places barriers on the autonomy given by
reserving matters of defence and foreign affairs for the jurisdiction of
the Central Feople's Government. Both the ]oint Declarations and, more
recentÌy, the Basic Laws,zz do, however, permit the authorities of these
regions a reasonable margin concerning foreign affairs. In Article 13 of
both Basic Laws, it is stated that:

The Central People's Government shall be responsibÌe for the for-
eign affairs relating to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
(or MSAR). The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic
of China shalÌ establish an office in Hong Kong (or Macau) to deaÌ
with foreign affairs. The Central Peopìe's Government authorises the
HKSAR (or MSAR) to conduct relevant externaÌ affairs on its own in
accordance with this Law.

ArticÌe 'J.4 of the Basic Laws aÌso emphasizes that "The CentraÌ
People's Government shalÌ be responsibÌe for the defence of the HKSAR
(or MSAR). The Government of the HKSAR (or MSAR) shall be respons-
ible for the maintenance of public order in the Region".

Similarly, in the field of foreign relations, ArticÌe 116 of the Hong
Kong Basic Law and Article 11.2 of. the Macau Basic Law dealing with
international economic relations, and Chapter VII of both laws, entitÌed
"Foreign Affairs", explicitly define the same set of provisions affecting
the external dimension to the broad autonomy of the Regions:

45
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L. To be a separate customs territory;

Z. To participate in relevant international organizations and interna-

tional trade agreements;
3. To be a member of delegations of the PeopÌe's Republic of China in

negotiations at diPlomatic level;
4. To maintain and develop relations, and concÌude and implement

agreements with foreign states and regions and relevant international

organizations;
5. To participate on their own in international organizations and con-

ferences;
6. To maintain the application in the Region of international agree-

ments that have already been implemented;
7. To host consular and other officiaÌ and semi-official missions, with

the approval of the Central People's Government.

From these points contained in the Joint Declarations and the Basic

Laws, one can deduce that despite the traditionally rigid Chinese

approach to territorial sovereignty - according to which it exercises

;úiisaiction over persons and goods throughout its territory to the ex-

clusion of alÌ other states and without admitting any opinions as to

how this is done - the concept of a high degree of autonomy can be

properly interpreted as bestowing a very special territoriaÌ status on

ih" nugions, or as a first ÌeveÌ of constitutionaÌ autonomy compared to

the other examples which have been discussed.

Naturally, this is not compÌete autonomy, synonymous with "two/

three sovereign states within one country" or "two/three competing

political entities within one country" which would be unacceptable to

ã unitary multinational state created jointly by peopÌe of alÌ nationaÌ-

ities. Rather, it is an autonomy by the exercise of powers of national

unity and territoriaÌ integrity by the organs of the central power.23

Consequently, the granting of autonomy cannot be regarded as a

means to an end. This is a pragmatic policy which may or may not

continue beyond the period defined in the international agreements -
"the above-stated policies of the People's Republic of China regarding

Hong Kong/Macau and the elaboration of them in Annex 1 to this

Declaration wiÌÌ be stipulated, in a Basic Law .. . and they will remain

unchanged for b0 years" - s[a]l depend on economic conditions and

favourabÌe polici es.2n
Observers identify this special status as a middle way between the

associated state and various internationally recognized models of

internal autonomy.25
In terms of the legaÌ framework mentioned above, it can be described
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as a special status of internal autonomy within a unitary socialist state
with a set of factors which shalÌ constitute the yardstick of autonomy.
On the one hand lies the fact that the power to interpret the Basic Law
and to amend it belong, respectively, to the Standing Committee of the
National People's Congress and the National People's Congress of the
PRC - ex vi Articles 158 and 159 of the Hong Kong Basic Law, and
ArticÌes 143 and 1,44 of the Macau Basic Law. On the other hand, the
central government has the power to appoint the Chief Executive in an
autonomous system in which the executive body dominates the legis-
lative body. However, one should stress the broad powers of initiative
which the SARs enjoy, the narrow €Ìreas in which these powers are
subject to supervision by the Chinese Government, and the principle of
consultation with the governments of the SARs on all affairs concern-
ing them, although they shall still be dealt with under the reserved
competencies of the central government.

This autonomy, then, deviates from what is generalÌy allowed of
member states of federations and unions of states, or of autonomous
regions in the context of recent European constitutionaÌ experiences.

This gives it a para-constitutional dimension which, in spite of
the reluctance shown by the Chinese authorities and some authors, is
clearly written into the Basic Laws, nurturing expectations that ensuing
success may provide a precedent for deaÌing with other, insoluble,
polemical autonomies.26

Development Perspectives for the Autonomous Model

There are problems in looking at the future development of autonomy
in the People's Republic of China, given that its continuation depends
clearly on the state and power regime that China will choose in the
next miÌÌennium. Nevertheless, it is possible to extrapolate three kinds
of deveÌopment: the unitary path, the federalist path, and the path
towards independence.

However, it should first be pointed out that Chinese political thought
has always been characterized by the concept of political power eman-
ating from the top. Power, in these terms, derives from a higher moral
entity - formerly the emperor - represented in China's current politicaÌ
regime by Mao Zedong thought. The definition of policies derives prim-
arily from the centre to the periphery and is automaticaÌly transmitted
through the state apparatus. The bureaucracy has always operated as
an autonomous factor guided by the Confucianist spirit of paternalism
rather than by conformance to the law/ a concept which has only
recentÌy come into existence as a positive right.

4 7
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AÌthough associated with the dominant communist ideology' gov-

ernment controÌ of individual autonomy is rooted in the role that the

bureaucracy - the state apparatus - played in the Chinese empire in

times past: it ir u tool whidh hotar the nation togethet, maintains social

disciptine and restrains individuaÌistic tendencies in the name of the

common good. ì
This 

"explains 
much of the restricted significance of fundamental

individuaÌ rghts within the Chinese constitutional and legal framework.

The Unitary Path

Both the territories of Hong Kong and Macau have enjoyed a high degree

of economic development despite a Ìack of democratic, muÌti-party repre-

sentation. This .oúÌd place the continuation of democratic life in the

two territories at risk foi the simple reason that they are not independent

entities but sub-divisions of China. They enjoy a considerable degree

of autonomy in the economy, social and cultural affairs and are separate

political ryit"*r while remaining connected to a non-democratic -

and so, by definition, authoritarian - system'
As Pìofessor Yash Ghai hightights,2s Hong Kong and Macau wilÌ

not be identical constitutional twins under Chinese sovereignty, although

they will share broadly similar relationships with China; their own sys-

tems witl d.iffer in important ways, reflecting history and metropolitan

trad.itions, and the contemporaly baÌance of forces.
This is why the statement concerning autonomy made clear in the

Basic Laws has actually encouraged a degree of self-affirmation, making

it suitable and flexibÌó for the creation of a Great China, which could

include Taiwan.
This is the official Chinese stance, reflected in the "One Country,

Two Systems" sÌogan:

the main system in China must be socialism. The one bil l ion people

on the mainland wiÌl continue to live under the socialist system, but

a capitalist system will be allowed to exist in certain areas, such as

Hong Kong ánd Taiwan ... Reunification of the motheriand is the

aspiiation of the whoÌe nation. If i t cannot be accompÌished in 100

yuãrr, it wilÌ be in 1,000 years. As I see it, the only solution Ìies in

the impÌementation of two systems, one country' 'n

The unitary path which is now constitutionalÌy institutionalized

has obvious advantug"r, given the checks and balances allowed by the

Basic Law. It values iegionaÌ, autonomous assertion without breaking

the national unity and territorial integrity which are regarded as essential
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for the survivaÌ of China, a potential Ìeader in its own geographical
region. It is thus a natural solution for Hong Kong and Macau.

As a model, it does not appear to prevent Taiwan's political insti-
tutions from being inserted into the structure of Special Administrative
Regions, given the flexibiÌity and cultural, linguistic and ethnic identity
which deveÌopments in relations between the two sides would pro-
mote. The recent heightening of tensions between the two sides in res-
ponse to Taiwan's assertive stance on the international stage with President
Lee Teng-hui's visit to the United States in June 1995 is, due to tactical
reasons, connected with the forthcoming change of leadership in main-
Iand China and the difficulties the current Kuomintang leadership in
Taiwan is facing in its own political survivaÌ, having failed in its goal
of replacing the communist regime on the mainland by returning the
Nationalist Government to Beijing.

It would be unreasonable, however, to proceed with any decision
to integrate Taiwan into the People's Republic of China without a majority
agreement from the island's population, which is still very undecided
and divided as to the poÌitical solution for the island and the good faith
of the mainÌand politicians.

Of course, there iÌre no absolute guarantees that the model enshrined
in the Joint Declarations will be preserved, and actions restricting the
autonomy of the regions, publicized in Macau or Hong Kong, wouÌd be
unlikely to attract the attention of the internationaÌ community. Even if
they did, they could not be contested, given the absence of a Constitu-
tionaÌ Court at the top Ìevel of the constitutional system.

It is hard to beÌieve, however, that the People's Republic of China
would be willing, irrespective of internal circumstances or external
baÌances, to caÌl into question its ability to honour international under-
takings as enshrined in the two Joint DecÌarations.

In closing, it should be mentioned that this modeÌ has aÌso oper-
ated in areas which have historically asserted their autonom], such as
the Basque Country [Euzkadi) and Catalonia in Spain, the linguistic
communities in Belgium, Italy's Autonomous Regions, Greenland in
Denmark, the Dutch AntiÌles in HolÌand, the Nicaraguan communities
in the Atlantic coast, and the autonomous regions in the Philippines.

The Federal Path

The shift from a unitary state to a federal state is a perfectly acceptable
deveÌopment, both from the point of view of international law and from
the near-at-hand national constitutionaÌ system. In theoreticaÌ tetms,
this is a possibÌe, aÌthough not foreseeable, deveÌopment in the case of
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China both because of historical reasons and the causes created in the
current context.

As emphasized above, China has, throughout its history, encoun-
tered major difficuÌties in managing and solving the problem of tension
between central and regional power. When tension reached breaking
point, as a result of the centre's authoritarianism when confronted with
peripheraÌ assertions, there wouÌd be civil war from which either one
of the contenders or a foreign enemy would emerge as victor, to reunify
with an iron hand the empire and subjugate - for a time - the auto-
nomous areas.

This concentration of power in the centre can be understood in
centuries past when control of access to sources of raw materials, the
productive, the bureaucracy and the apparatus of production were clearÌy
the domain of the central government. This was no more the case when
the management of the economy, the administration and the state sector
were decentralized in accordance with the poÌicy of "opening to the
outside world" which encouraged regional powers to pÌay a primary
role in poÌitical decision-making for provinces and special regions
open to the outside.

Consequently, these regions - Special Economic Zones, Coastal
Cities, Special Administrative Regions - now have an assertive, operative
power which wouÌd not be easily curtailed, even with authoritarian
measures from the centre.

Concerning the future SpeciaÌ Administrative Regions - including
Taiwan - there has been a political, legal and economic hiatus from
the motherland which cannot be camouflaged, ignored or eliminated.
Despite their formal dependence on coloniaÌ and administrative powers,
it is due to their own efforts that Hong Kong and Macau have reached
their current stage of development. There has been no remarkable ÌeveÌ
of foreign assistance or, truth be told, interference or control by the
European powers set at a prudent distance. Their own governmental
bodies have gained the ability to adapt to circumstances, which ex-
plains why they have been maintained in the poÌiticaÌ structure of the
Basic Laws when it wouÌd have been more ÌogicaÌ to copy the models
of the existing autonomous regions.

Taiwan has had a unique experience. It is not a state as it has never
been claimed or recognized as such. Today it enjoys the status of a de

facto Ìocal government resulting from a civiÌ war.30 This speciaÌ situation
is heightened by the fact that both Chinese governments are recognized
by the international community, especially the United States.

Both governments claim to represent the entire Chinese territory.
The government of the PRC procÌaims Taiwan as "an integral part of

I
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China both because of historical reasons and the causes created in the
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As emphasized above, China has, throughout its histoly, encoun-

tered major difficuÌties in managing and solving the problem of tension

between central and regional power. When tension reached breaking

point, as a result of the centre's authoritarianism when confronted with

peripheral assertions, there would be civiÌ war from which either one

of the contenders or a foreign enemy would emerge as victor, to reunify

with an iron hand the empire and subjugate - for a time - the auto-

nomous areas.
This concentration of power in the centre can be understood in

centuries past when control of access to sources of raw materials, the

productive, the bureaucracy and üe apparatus of production were clearly

the domain of the central government. This was no more the case when

the management of the economy, the administration and the state sector

were decentralized in accordance with the policy of "opening to the

outside wotld" which encouraged regionaÌ powers to play a primary

role in political decision-making for provinces and speciaÌ regions

open to the outside.
Consequently, these regions - Special Economic Zones, Coastal

Cities, Special Administrative Regions - now have an assertive, operative
power which wouÌd not be easily curtailed, even with authoritarian

measures from the centre.
Concerning the future SpeciaÌ Administrative Regions - including

Taiwan - there has been a political, ÌegaÌ and economic hiatus from

the motherÌand which cannot be camouflaged, ignored or eliminated.

Despite their formal dependence on coÌoniaÌ and administrative powers,

it is due to their own efforts that Hong Kong and Macau have reached

their current stage of development. There has been no remarkable level

of foreign assistance or, truth be told, interference or controÌ by the

European powers set at a prudent distance. Their own governmental

bodies have gained the abiÌity to adapt to circumstances, which ex-

pÌains why they have been maintained in the political structure of the

Basic Laws when it would have been more logicaÌ to copy the modeÌs

of the existing autonomous regions.
Taiwan has had a unique experience. It is not a state as it has never

been claimed or recognized as such. Today it enjoys the status of a de

facto Ìocal government resulting from a civiÌ war.30 This special situation

is heightened by the fact that both Chinese governments are recognized

by the international community, especially the United States.
Both governments claim to represent the entire Chinese territory.

The government of the PRC proclaims Taiwan as "an integral part of
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China" and states that "China can institute two systems within one and
the same country"3t while the Nationalist Government in Taiwan was
toppled from power illegalÌy by the communists, losing its sovereign
power over the Chinese continent.

It wouÌd be tempting to eÌaborate on the notion that the federal
solution couÌd provide an alternative framework for Taiwan's reunifica-
tion with the mainland. First, because it would be difficult to convince
the island's population to accept reforms in the poÌiticaÌ system which
might Ìead, for example, to the suppression of the highly debated multi-
party system. Secondly, this solution might be regarded as the most
convenient from the perspective of the United States and the West,
permitting a solution for the delicate issues of regional security and
international representation for China and Taiwan's administration.
Thirdly, this measure may be better able to respond to the apparently
opposed demands of unity and territorial integrity and autonomy
versus decentralization and an autonomous ÌifestyÌe.

It shouÌd be noted, however, that both federalism and political
regionaÌism - the organization of the unitary state in centres of admin-
istrative and political power endowed with regional poÌiticaÌ, Iegislative
and administrative powers - are baÌancing acts of independence and
centralization which can be larger or smaller and bring together different
political systems.

The USSR, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia were historicaÌ exam-
ples of federated states inspired by Marxist-Leninist political phiÌosophy.
The United States, Australia, Brazil, Switzerland, Germany, MaÌaysia,
Canada, India, the United Arab Emirates €Ìre examples of federations of
political systems with the opposite phiÌosophy and with a wide variety
of ethnic, religious and cultural compositions.

Federalism is, by definition, the result of this heterogeneity, of
the discontinuation of cultural differentiation. The crux of the federal
system is a constitution or basic law which provides two kinds of
divisions: a division of state territory into a certain number of sections
(states, cantons or republics); and a division of power between the cen-
traÌ government and the various regionaÌ powers, each one of which
holds authority in a certain area under its jurisdiction. The states each
have equal status and do not answer to a higher body but rather to the
federaÌ constitution. As far as foreign affairs are concerned, powers
are exclusiveÌy vested in the federal authorities.32 If, in a unitary state,
regional power is exercised by deÌegation of the centraÌ government -
which by definition can reduce power or revoke Ìegislation allowing
this pow in a federal state the Ìegislative body of the federation
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may not interfere in the legis-lative body of the member state' Only the

fedãral constitution can pioduce the dual tiers of government'

For internationaÌ Ìaw and international organizations' only the

federaÌ state, and not its member states, is regarded as a state' This

marks the difference between federations and confederations'33

If we take into account these features, there appear to be no con-

stitutional constraints on China developing from a unitary state to a

federaÌ state.
Given, however, that this would not be a natural ploglession in

view of the thirst Ìeaders at national level have for centralization' it

wilÌ depend on tttu role played by the regions and their own political

lead.ers, their abiÌity to piomote the interests they Ieplesent in Beijing'

and the weight they carry in the State power organs'
.If these regions takeon a positivelole and function over the next

twenty years, 
"federaÌir- 

.orrid be regarded as the natural soÌution

most appropriate to China's geographiãal expanse, diversity and cuÌ-

tural varietY.

The SeParatist Path

Frequently, the establishment of a new state takes pÌace in a part of the

i*itory oí a former state. This situation is usually described as seces-

sion and. may or may not involve the use of force' Reference can be

made, in this contexi, to Eire in reÌation to Great Britain from 1921' to

1,g4g,the separation of lceÌand from Denmark, Panama's independgn-ce

from colombia, and singapole's separation from Malaysia' AÌI the

struggles for nationat Ìibeiation which in Africa, in Central' North and

South America, and in Asia led the populations of colonies and over-

seas possessions of European imperiai pãwers to self-determination and

independence will be discussed first'

The specific case of singapole has.been used by supporters of the

separatist path to characteriáe a soÌution which couÌd be applied in

virtuaÌty it lt, aspects to the Chinese state and even Taiwan's own

situation.
Firstly, it demonstrates how a Ìargely Chinese community which

was cut adrift from a predominantly MaÌay community was able to

find its own territory and build it through its own efforts into an area

that allowed it to assert its own identity and surpass the community

from which it sprang within a few years'

Secondly, it prãrrm that the right to seÌf-determination did not

expire with thru dá"olonization of the possessions of the European em-

pir^*r. Rather, it is a natural, constant right of any peopÌe or community
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which is politicaÌly aware of its uniqueness.34_It demonstrates that Asia is

stiÌl in the proc"rs of change and ils future form wiÌt be shaped by-the

assertiveness of newÌy independent regions in East Timor' the Philip-

pines, India, Sri Lanká and, in the futurã, in Indonesia and China itself'
' 

Th" independence model clearly involves a break with the status

quo leplesented by Hong Kong's and Macau's integration into China as

San, iiChina prorr"r rrtr"blu to respect its undertakings with Great Britain

and Portugal io resoÌve the legacy of history in a peaceful mannel'

In view of this, it would be the populations of the two territories,

rather than the administrative poweri, which would exercise this right,

a possibility which is not eliminated by the Joint Declarations or the

Basic Laws.3s As far as Taiwan is concerned, this is the solution which

is currently favouredby some of üe maior political forces and the younger

genur"tior,, *ho havscreated a sepalate cuÌtural identity on the island

ïfri"fr is physically separate from the country their parents left and

with which they have Ìiitle or nothing in common' other than a common

ethnic inheritance.
The potiticaÌ judgement of the forces in existence and quesliolable

support fro* the ínteinational community make this an improbable' if

not impossibÌe, aPProach.

Conclusions

China is confronted with a chalÌenging stage in its history filled with

difficuÌty,yet also with major opportunities for its younger generation'

China was marked in a darkperiod of its recent history by foreign

occupation, yet in its negotiations with Great Britain and Portugal'

through the [uick-wittedt."$ of its Ìeadership, the country has man-

aged Io creatã genuinely unique situatiols-, handed down by history,

ú the exercise of regional autonomy within a unitary state'
pushed. into acún by the Joini Declarations on Hong Kong and

Macau, and drained by the Basic Laws of the Special Administrative

Regions, the governmánt of the People's Republic ol China found a

method for aliowing territories with different political, social and eco-

nomic systems frori that of the power centre to be created on national

soiÌ, nanding to the locaÌ potiticãÌ bodies, and to the people the formal

guarantees for the exercise of this unique autonomy.
v 

Obviously, any act invoÌving thã devolution of constitutional

powers from tii" centte to the periphery implies an ability and determi-

nation on the part of the recipients to take on this roÌe and to react,

with the constitutionaÌ means at their disposal, to any attempt to ex-

propriate or disturb this endowment'
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The letter and spirit of these international conventions both permit
and guarantee this.

SpecuÌation as to the development of the Chinese constitutional
model is not an easy task. It will be linked to developments in the
poÌitical process and, consequentÌy, wilÌ depend on the choices made
by the élite leadership and the continuation of the sociaÌist system in
China, and the overwheÌming influence of the Communist Party in
matters of State, the administration and even the economy.

The regions wilÌ most probabÌy continue to enjoy effective flex-
ibiÌity and autonomy in managing their resources and in creating the
checks and balances needed for their own governing bodies, given that
this aÌso promotes the strategy followed by the Chinese authorities and
the developmental path chosen for international integration. To this
extent, both Hong Kong and Macau have the mechanisms and the con-
ditions required for this, which would alÌow them to become a new
paradigm or autonomy.

This paradigm within a unitary, anti-federaÌ state devoted to
democratic centralism could be an example for countries in Asia and
the Middle East which are seeking constitutionaÌ solutions for the
abundant ethnic, cultural, Ìinguistic and racial diversity which is the
endowment of the modern world.

NOTES

According to MichaeÌ Akehurst in Á Modern Introduction to InternatÍonal Law
(London: George AlÌen & Unwin Ltd, 1985), unions of states may take one of several

forms but the only truly significant union is the federal state or federation. It is thought

that haÌf the world's population lives under some kind of federal government. The

basic feature of this kind of state is that power over domestic affairs is constitution-

ally distributed between federal authorities and member states of the federation whiÌe

foreign affairs are the exclusive responsibility of the federaÌ authorities.
The right to seÌf-determination of peoples and dependent entities was recognized,

for example, in the U.N. Resoiution of tZ December L958, in ResoÌution No. 1514
(Declaration on granting of independence to coÌonial countries), and lateÌy in 1970

and 192b, by other ResoÌutions of the U.N. General Assembly. The United Nations

Charter itseÌf decÌares that the estabÌishment of internationaÌ relations on the "prin-

ciple" of seÌf-determination was one of i ts crucial purposes, mainly in Art icle 1,
paragraph 2.

The "International Covenant on Economic, SociaÌ and Cultural Rights" and the
"International Covenant on CiviÌ and PoÌitical Rights" with its "Optional ProtocoÌ"

conclude, on an international ÌeveÌ, that accurate recognition of the right of alÌ peo-

ples to freedom and self-determination, is a r ight claimed by a "people" to control i ts

own destiny. The International Court of Justice recognized that right, for example, in
the cases of Namibia and the Western Sahara.

1 .

2 .
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3. James Crawford refers ín The Creation of States in International larar (C)xford:
CÌarendon Press, 1979), p. 3TZ, to S. Joao Baptista di Ajudá, and the French posses-
sions and Portuguese enclaves in India, GibraÌtar, the Western Sahara and East Timor
as examples of these special entities.

4.  Ib id . ,  pp.377-84.
5' Only one Ìegal commentator asserts this possibility, tinking it to a heightened polit-

ical awareness among the peopÌe of Hong Kong. See Roda Mushkat in "Hong Kong as
an International Legal Person", Emory International Law Review 6, no. 1 (Spring
1992):124.

6. Hong Kong was made a British coÌony ín1842 and has functioned as such since that
date. According to üe Treaty of Nanking, Hong Kong Island was ceded to Great Britain,
in perpetuity, after the British victory in the First Opium War. Kowloon Peninsuia
was ceded to Great Britain in 1860, in the Ìight of the Convention of Beijing, and the
New Territories were leased for 99 years under the terms of the Treaty of Beijing of
1898 after China was defeated by Japan in the 1894-95 war. On a constitutional
ieveÌ, a Letter of Patents and the Orders in Council endow these territories with
coÌoniaÌ status, integrated into the British Empire.
Macau began as a Portuguese trading settlement on the eastern coast of China, cre-

ated in 1557 and continued with a special constitutional status during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuties, with a divided or mixed iurisdiction. The contribution of
a ground rent lforo do chao) from the Macau authorities to the Emperor, the defini-
tion of the city Ìimits through the construction of the Barrier Gate (Portas do Cerco),
and its physical separation from the mainÌand, are features that distinguish Macau's
special status as a Ìeasehold over which the Portuguese enjoyed sovereignty. This
confusion of status and effective shared sovereignty remained untiì L78g, when the
Queen of Portugal, D. Maria I, issued t}re Providências Régias (RoyaÌ Provisions),
reinforcing the powers of the Governor as representative of the crown and of Portu-
guese sovereignty. The Providêncios asserted the "undeniable sovereign right of the
Crown of Portugal over the dominion". Later, the liberaÌ constitution of 1B2z rein-
forced Macau's constitutionaÌ status, considering it as the Asian part of the united
territory of Portugal. In 1887, the "perpetual occupation and government over Macau
and its dependencies by Portugal, as any other Portuguese possession" was con-
firmed by China, subject to an undertaking from Portugal never to abandon Macau
and its dependencies without agreement by China, under the terms of Article 2 and
3 of the Protocol of Lisbon signed on 26 March 1887 and of the Treaty of Beijing of 1
December 1887.
In'1.972, the Committee of twenty-four recommended that Hong Kong and Macau and
their dependencies (including Kowloon) should be excluded from the Ìist. Jerome
Alan Cohen and Hundgah Chiu in People's China and International law (New york:
Princeton University Press), pp. 382-84, refers to a letter from Chinese Ambassador
Huang Hua to the chairman of the Special Committee for Colonial Affairs, of the
United Nations General Assembly, presenting Chinese opposition to the inclusion of
Hong Kong and Macau in the Ìist and requesting the exclusion of any reference to
them in aÌl U'N. documents. That request received U.N. approval in Rlsolution No.
2908 of the GeneraÌ Assembly, of 2 November j.972.In the same way, see Nihal
layawickrama in The Right of Self-determination in Hong Kong Basic La.w: problems
and Prospecús (Faculty of Law, University of Hong Kong), pp. 91-93.
The Joint DecÌaration of Hong Kong, Sections 1 and 3, paragraph r. The ]oint Decla-
ration of Macau, Section 1, paragraph 1. The PRC Constitution, Article 31,, states:
The state may establish special administrative regions when necessary. The systems
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to be instituted in special administrative regions shalÌ be prescribed by law enacted

by the National People's Congress in the light of specific conditions.

9. There is no clear reason why the two territories shouÌd have been classified as Special

Administrative Regions and not, for example, autonomous regions. A historicaì

ancestor of the SARs on Chinese territory can be found in the foreign concessions.

This may have been inspired by the fact that in the intervening period between

recuperation of the concessions and their effective return to Chinese sovereignty,

the former German. Russian and British concessions were described as SpeciaÌ

Administrative Districts (SADs). Cf. Jean Escarra in Le régime des concessions

étrangères en Chine (Paris, f gZA). See also Hong Kong Joint Declaration, Section 3,

paragraph 2; Macau Joint DecÌaration, Section 2, paragraph 2; and HKSAR Basic

Law and MSAR Basic Law, Article 2.
The attempts to revoke the "Unfair Treaties" date from this period. These were

imposed by Western powers and invoÌved, for instance, ceding power over ports on

the Chinese coast, such as the Belgian, German, French, Russian and British conces-

sions in the city of Tientsin, the German concession of Kiao-Chou Bay in Shandong

Province, the Russian concessions of Port Arthur and Ta-Lien-Wan, the French

concession of Kwang-chou-wan in Guandong Province, the British concession of

Wei-Hai-Wei Bay and the Ìease of Kowloon. At the Washington Conference in

December i.g21., the Great Sea Powers agreed to return the reievant territories to

China. Japan's appropriation of the former German concessions following its vic-

tory over China sowed the seeds of a great anti-Western nationalist movement and

the collapse of the imperiaÌ house. See J.H.W. Verziil ín International Law in His-

torical Perspective, Part III "State Territory" (Utrech: A.W. Sitjthoff-Leyden, 'L97O),

pp.  398-404.
For further examination of these conditions, see "Les impÌications juridico-

constitutionelles du transfert de Ìa souveraineté de Macao a Ia République

PopuÌaire de Chine", in Arnaldo Gonçalves, Revue Internationale de Droit

Comparée, no. 4 (rggs), pp. 823 et seq'
The Constitution of the PeopÌe's Republic of China, adopted at the Fifth Session of

the Fifth National PeopÌe's Congress and promulgated for implementation by the

National PeopÌe's Congress on 4 December 1982. Amended by the Seventh National

People's Congress in its First Session on 12 April 1988, edited by Foreign Languages

Press, Beij ing (znd edit ion, 1990).
It would be difficuÌt to categorize Hong Kong, Macau or Taiwan's populations as

nationalities or national minorities of the PeopÌe's Republic of China. What differ-

ences are there between the inhabitants of these territories and the majority of China's

population? Where are the differences in race, religion, language, ethnic or cultural

practices which traditionaÌÌy form the basis of calls for seÌf-determination and the

protection of ethnic minorities' rights?
i,4. Autonomy is generally accepted in the West as meaning the freedom to live under a

separate law. The concept is sometimes Ìikened to that of self-determination, in

which the definition of policies is not subject to intervention by others. As Victor C.

Falkenheim points out in "Autonomy and Control: Chinese OrganizationaÌ Dilemmas

of Rural Administrative Reform", in Organizational Behaviour in Chinese Society,

edited by S.L. Greenblatt (New York: Praeger, 1981), p. 191, the Chinese use the

term "autonomy" (zihi) ín a more restricted sense, employing it to indicate the range

of authority given to a unit or locaÌity by the central government.

1b. Edward l. Epstein in "China and Hong Kong: Law, ideology - and the future inter-

action of the legal systems", in The Future of Law in Hong Kong, edited by Raymond

L 0 .
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wacks (Hong Kong: oxford university Press, 1989), mentions on p' 56 that "just as

the system is not fãderaÌ, so it is wrong to view it in the same way as the division of

po*ã, between nationaÌ and local legislative and executive organs in China "'"'

Th" ideoÌogical basis for the division of power between national and locaÌ govern-

ment in China is "d.emocratic centralism", which is a fundamental principÌe of po-

Iitical organization first conceived by Lenin for the synthesis of party policy and

Ìater appïied, both in the Soviet Union and China, to state organs ... The Constitu-

tion embraces "democratic centralism", and its provisions for locaÌ law-making and

executive power are reaÌized through the Organic Law and the LocaÌ People's Con-

gresses anã local People's Governments ... Devolution of lawmaking powers may

ãpp"u,' to enhance "dãmocracy" but "centraÌism" requires that local.law must not

be in conflict with the Constitution, national laws and administrative legisÌation. In

the case of conflict, the NPC Standing committee and the state council can rescind

the inconsistent Ìocal Ìaw. Dr Roda Mushkat states in "Hong Kong as an interna-

tionaÌ legal person" (ibid., p. L27), that "autonomy has not been authoritatively

defined in international Ìaw. In fact, the wide and varied range of recognized 'auto-

nomous' entities and the considerable disparity among alrangements of autonomy

have rendered a firm definition that is appropriate in all cases "' impossible"'

16. ,,socialism versus capitalism: Towards a Hong Kong strategy for absorption without

integration", in nong Kong and lggT: Strategies fot the Future, edited by Y'C' Yao

et ai. (Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, 1985), p. 1O2.

i.T. "Ahigh degree of autonomy under the Basic Law: An analysis", ínThe Challenge of

Traniition (centre of Asian studies, university of Hong Kong, 1994).

18. Regional autonomy was introduced immediately after the Revolution as a means of

attaining nationaÌ unity for all nationalities and of reducing differences in the

developlent between these regions and those under Han domination. At present'

there are five autonomous regions, thirty-one autonomous prefectures' and eighty-

three autonomous counties. The regions iÌIe governed by the Regional Autonomy

Law of 4 June L984 which, despiteihu po*uts this endows them with in terms of

local government, are dependãnt on the CentraÌ Government for subsidies and

assistance in staff and other resources'

1g. In spite of examples of regional autonomy and administrative decentralization in

China, Special Eãonomic Regions have been set up since 1979 in pursuit of a policy

of openness to the outside dãcided by the State CounciÌ. They are part of a strategy

to attract foreign capital to pockets of development which can act as cataÌysts for the

economic t.aÃformation of the provinces next to Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan'

See Jin-dong yuan, "Mainland China's Economic Zones: Performance, probÌems

and perspectives", . Íssues and Studies (March 1993)' pp' 80-105'

20. ArticÌe 85 et seq. of the Chinese Constitution state that the State Council, in other

words, the Ceniral People's Government, is the executive branch of the highest

state body and the highest branch of the PubÌic Administration'

21. IncÌuded in the broad powers over external affairs is the maintenance of the Regions

as free ports and separate customs territories enjoying financial independence, the

opportunity for repiesentatives of the SAR governments to participate as members

of pRC government delegations in international organizations and conferences in

the relevant fields and to participate in international organizations and conferences

which are not Ìimited to States. Similarly, international agreements to which the

PRC is not a party but which are appiied in Hong Kong or Macau shall  remain in

effect. The application of agreemutttt  to which the PRC is a party shail  depend

on a decision ty the Centraf Peopie's Government "after seeking the views of the
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Government of the Region". Similarly, the Central People's Government shaÌl take
the necessary steps so that the HKSAR or MSAR can maintain its appropriate status
in international organizations of which the PRC is a member and in which Hong
Kong (or Macau) participates in one way or another.

22. The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the Peopie's
Republic of China was adopted on a April 1990 by the Seventh NationaÌ Peopie's
Congress in its Third Session and promulgated by a decree of the President of the
PRC on the same date. The Basic Law of the Macau SpeciaÌ Administrative Region
of the People's Republic of China was adopted on 31 March L993 by the Eighth
National PeopÌe's Congress in its First Session and promulgated by decree of the
President of the PRC on the same date.

23. PreambÌe to the Constitution of the People's Repubìic of China. Deng Xiao-ping, in
his famous statement on the process of Taiwan's reunification with the Chinese
mainland, published as "An idea for the peacefuÌ reunification of the Chinese main-
Ìand and Taiwan", in Fundamental /ssues in Present-day Chino (Beijing: Foreign
Languages Press, 'l.g97), p. 19,highÌights the points: "We do not approve of 'com-

plete autonomy' for Taiwan. There must be limits to autonomy, and where there are
Iimits, nothing can be 'complete'. 'Complete autonomy' means 'two Chinas', not
one. Different systems may be practised, but it must be the People's Republic of
China alone that represents China internationally. We recognize that the local gov-
ernment of Taiwan has its own separate set of policies for domestic affairs. And
although as a speciaÌ administrative region Taiwan has a locai government, it differs
from local governments of other provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions.
It enjoys certain powers of its own which other provinces, municipalities and auto-
nomous regions do not possess, provided the national interests are not impaired ...
Peaceful reunification does not mean that the mainland wili swallow up Taiwan.
Needless to say, it doesn't mean that Taiwan wiÌÌ swallow up the mainÌand either".

24. This raises the issue of the durabiÌity of the SAR - as I have already discussed in
"Les implications juridico-constitutionelles du transfert de Ìa souveraineté de Macao
a la République Populaire de Chine" - as a stable form of constitutional autono-
mous organization within China, particuÌarly in the event of a constitutional review
which suppresses Article 3L, or a politicaÌ decision transforming the SARs into auto-
nomous municipaÌities or even integrating them, with some degree of autonomy,
into the neighbouring provinces. Marxism-Leninism rejects the supremacy of con-
stitutionaÌism. The constitution is traditionally regarded as a part of a superstructure
which can be changed at will in the light of necessity or changing conditions.

25. Michael C. Davies states in Constitutional Confrontations in Hong Kong (Hong Kong:
MacMilÌan, 1.986), p. 130, "That autonomy was thought necessary in the light of
special circumstances and the overriding objective of maintaining a capitalist SAR
in a Marxist-Leninist country. To understand the nature and the impÌications of this
emerging type of territorial entity, it is important to avoid being completely con-
fined by traditional Ìabels .... If traditional terms are empÌoyed, this formula appears
to be intermediate between the status as an associated state and various models of
internaÌ autonomy .... Creative autonomy models are increasingÌy put forth as ways
to soÌve unsolvabÌe territorial and other community-based claims".

Roda Mushkat provides evidence in The Transition from British to Chinese Rule
in Hong Kong, indicating that anaÌogies can be drawn here with other configura-
tions recognized in international Ìaw, such as federai states (for example, the Basque
Country, Caledonia, Eritrea, GreenÌand, the United Arab Emirates), international-
ized territories and territories of particular international concern (for exampÌe, the
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Free City of Danzig, the Free Territory of Trieste, the international Settlement of

Shanghai, the MemeÌ Territory), associated states (for exampÌe, Cook IsÌands, Niu,

Puerto Rico, Toklau) and "unincorporated territories" (for example, Guam, the

Dutch Antilles, the U.S. Virgin Islands).
Another author, Albert H.Y. Chen in "Some Reflections on Hong Kong's Autonomy",

Hong Kong Law lournal 24, part 2 (rgg+): 174, juxtaposes the antinomic terms
"legalistic autonomy" and "informaÌ autonomy" as a criterion for evaluating the
extension of Hong Kong's autonomy, concluding that "The position of the HKSAR

under the Basic Law wilì still be Ìargely informaÌ (that is, based on conventions,
practices, common interests, mutual respect, understanding, discussions, and com-
promises) aÌthough there is a reÌative increase in the degree of expressed ÌegaÌ reguÌation,
such as legalistic autonomy - an autonomy fully guaranteed by law and safe-
guarded by independent judicial institutions.

26. Albert P. Blanstein states in "Drafting a New Constitution for the Hong Kong SAR",
ín Hong Kong and lggT: Strategies for the Future, edited by Y.C. Yao et al. (Centre of
Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, 1985), "we are met here on a great battle-
fieÌd in the struggÌe for constitutionalism ... The 1980s and tggOs wiÌl go down in
history as the new age of constitutionalism, deveÌopment rivalling the eighties and
nineties of two centuries ago. In this new ferment there are essentiaÌly two kinds of
constitution demanding inquiry into issues of autonomy. There ate, first, the consti-
tutions which are designed to unify existing states and territorial entities, while
stilÌ retaining autonomy rights for their'patts' ... There is the constitutional effort
away from centralization, supporting greater local autonomy. This is manifested by
Americafs New FederaÌism, Britain's devolution, France's decentralization and
regionalization, impÌementation of the Autonomous Regions in articles in Portu-
gaÌ's 1g76 Constitution, impÌementation of the Autonomous Communities in arti-

cles in Spain's 1978 Constitution, autonomy for the Indian Nations of Canada, etc".
27. Abasic feature of Confucian paternalism is servile obedience. Filial piety is recog-

nized as an essentiaÌ virtue which is rendered to the state as weÌl as to the family.
It promotes obedience from subjects towards the governing body and obliges the
governing body to treat its subjects Ìike children. So long as the emperor was the
guardian of generaÌ well-being, there were no legal limits on the exercise of power

or a set of individual rights which was imposed on the same exercise of power. The
Chinese communist government boÌstered up the profound virtues of official piety

by using aÌÌegories of peasant and revolutionary fervour towards the Communist

Party. The Party thus plays a paternalistic role promising that it will tend to the
needs of the people. See Albert Chen, "Civil Liberties in China, Some Preliminary
Observations", in The Future of Law in Hong Kong,

28. "The transfer of sovereignty and democratization in Hong Kong and Macao" (Paper

presented to the seminar on "The Basic Laws: Problems and Perspectives", held in

Macau, November 1994).
Deng Xiao-ping, op. cit .
In this respect, James Crawford (op. cit.) points out that Taiwan is a subject of inter-
national law, is party to several conventions which apply to its territory and has a

de facto government which holds the uncontested reigns of power on the isiand.
Deng Xiao-ping, "The Concept of 'one country, two systems' is based on China's

reaÌities", in Fundamental.Issues in Present-day China.
This is not always the case. In 1944, the Soviet Union's Constitution was amended

to aÌlow the Ukraine and Byelorussia to have a seat in the United Nations.
The case of the United States is rather different as the federaÌ constitution does not

29.
30 .
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alÌow an internationaÌ personaÌity for its member states. The opposite was true of

the German empire from 1871 to 1918 in which member states were entitled to

maintain some of their international powers, namely, the right to sign treaties.

NathanieÌ Berman in "sovereign in Abeyance: Self-determination and International

Law", Wisconsin International Law lournal 7 , no. f (f ggg): 59 et seq., "Many of the

key confl icts in the worÌd continue to be framed in terms of cÌaims of self-

determination. From the Middle East to New Caledonia such claims, and the passions

they evoke, are the center of the urgent concerns of more than one great power (.")

Thã stubborn persistence of certain struggÌes for self-determination and the

recurrent cropping-up of new claims and new struggles testify to the seeming inevit-

abiÌity of confionting the conceptual and practicaÌ riddÌes posed by the idea. The

story of self-determination appears destined to be played out anew in everchanging

coniexts (...) The conceptual challenge posed by self-determination then transcends

any particular politicai or historicaÌ context".
For more on this, see Roda Mushkat, op. cit .
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